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m IN_VESTIGA.TIONAT mcH NUMBERS OF I.62 m 1.93 OF
THE LIFT EFFECTIVENESS AND INTEGRATED DOWNWASH
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL IN-LIN13MISSILE
CONFIGURATIONS
WINGS
By Carl
HAVING EQUAL-SPAN
AND TAILS
E. Grigshy
An.investigation
SUMMARY
has been made at Mach numbers of 1.62 and 1.93 to $
determine the lift effeetiveness and average downwash characteristics
of several in-line missile configurations having rectangular and tri-
angular tail plan forms. Breakdown tests were made for combinations of
a body and four wing plan forms and two tai1 plan forms. For two loca-
tions of the wing relative to ‘thetail, tests were made for two values
of tail incidence angle so that average effective dowmwash angles at
the tail might be calculated.
A comparison of the experimental lift-curve slopes of the body-wing
configurationswith the results of Nielsen and Kaattari (NACA RM A51J04) —
gave satisfactory agreement at both Mach numbers. A comparison of the
experimental lift-curve slopes of the rectangular and triangular body-
tail configurations with several theoretical results indicated that the
best agreement is shown for the rectangular tail configurations. The
complete configurations gave a sizable rearward movement in center-of-
pressure locat>on at low angles of attack with a leveling off at the
higher angles which is a result of the tail moving away from the tr&Ling”-
vortex sheet with resulting lower values of downwash. A systematic
decrease in tail efficiency with decreasing wing aspect ratio is shown
with the krisngular tail configurations indicating lower values of tail
efficiency at low angles of attack with little difference between the
tail plan forms at the higher angles. l,*
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INTRODUCTION “-
—.- 9
v=
With the development of “missileconfi~ations ha~ing low-aqect- :
ratio wings and tails of neaxly equal span, wing-tail-.~od.yinterference
has become of increasing importance, especially in the effects upon ion:
—
gitudinal stability. In particular, in-line configurations show con- ,
siderable loss in stability at angles of attticknear zero while inter-
digitated configurations show similar changes in stability, but at higher r
angles of attack. The investigation of reference 1 wa~ made to determine
some effects of varying wing and tail span u~on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of several in-line missile configurations haying rectangular
wing and tail plan forms. These results ‘&howedthat configurations
having low-aspect-ratiowings and tails of nearly equal span resulted “ “. -
in nearly 100 percent wing downwash near 0° angle of attack and large
changes in downwash and pitching moment as the angle of attack increases ““
and the tail moves away from the trailing vortex sheet.
—
—
The calculation of wing downwash has received considerable atten-
tion and the results of several theoretical and exper~ental invest:ga:
tions have been published. In addition, several theoretical methods fox
predicting the interferencebetween bodies and wings or bodies”S@ tails
have been developed, In general, experimental data-are necessary to ,
assess these theoretical methods because the complexity of the problem
has thus far necessitated the use of restrictive assumptions in the
development of most of the theoretical results. As a consequence of’this
need for experimental data in the assessment and develo-pmentof theo-
retical methods, a large number of tests have been made in an investi-
gation of a supersonic missile configuration and its modifications, and
the results reported in references 2 to 4. These references present
results for a number of missile configurations,both in-line snd inter-
dlgitated.
..-
,...
.
—
As part of a continuing investigation of.in-line missile configu-
rations and as em extension of reference 1, a“systematic series of tests ‘- “-
have been made in the Langley g-inch supersonic tunnel.io determine the
tail lift effectiveness of several in-line missile configurationshaving +-=
both straight- and swept-leading-edge-tailphn forms. Configurations
having the same wing but with both a rectangular and a triangular tail
were investigated in order that the effects of a nonun~”formdownwash
distribution upon the lift of both a straight and a swept leading-edge
.-
tail might be determined. Tests with two values of tail incidence angle
were made for each of the tail plan forms so that the average effective
downwash at the tail might be isolated by the method given in reference 1.
A compariso~~ the average effective downwash angles o%tained from the
data for the two tail plan forms will thus indicate indirectly the rela-
_f.----
tive effectiveness of the.two tails in “strip averaging” the downwash <2””
across the tail span. For each of the two tail plan forms, four wing
~..
plan forms at two longitudinal locations on the body were tested. The
~.
—
-~”+=—8
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.
results of these tests also permit comparison with a number of theo-
* retical methods for predicting body-wing and body-tail titerference.
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SYMBOLS
aspect ratio ( /)b2 S
wing span
(f )
b/2
mean aerodynamic chord 230 c2dy
wing area, includes portion in body formed by extending wing
leading and trailing edges
body diameter
angle of attack
.
tail incidence angle
average flow sngle at tail, positive downward
Mach number
stream density
velocity
stagnation pressure
dynamic pressure ()
&
Reynolds number per inch
stagnation temperature
()Liftlift coefficient —qs
()Dragdrag coefficient —qs ( )Moment about center of gravitypitching-moment coefficient qs
“ *=+8
4C*P.
c&
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center of pressure, body diameter behind body nose
()
ac~
lift-curve slope
x
~t wing-wake parameter
((3J3J
Tt‘ tail efficiency
Subscripts:
()C%r - CJ%Wc%-c%
BWT configuration of
BW configuration of
BT configuration of
B configuration of
b in presence of body
bw in presence of body and wing
w due to addition of wing
body, wing, and tail
body and wing
body and tail
body
AYPARATUS AND TESTS
Description of Tunnel
.
—
—
.-
.
Y
The Langley g-inch supersonic tunnel is a closed:return, direct-
drive type in which the pressure and humidity are controlled. The test ,-
Mach number is varied by means of interchangeablenozzle blocks fo~ng
test sections approximately 9 inches square. Eleven fine-mesh, turbulence- “-
dsmping screens are provided in the settling chamber &head of the nozzles.
During the tests the amount of water vapor in the tuQql..airwas.,kePt St ,
sufficiently low values so that the effects of condens-ati.onin the super-
sonic nozzle were negligible.
.—/<-b-
?
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A drawing of
~
-.
Description of Model and Tunnel Setup
the model showing the relative locations of the wing -.
and tail plan forms is shown in figure 1. The body and rectangular
wings and tails are the same as those used in the tests reported in
reference 1; however, in the present investigation the vertical tail
surface was removed. A detailed drawing of the wing and tail plan forms .
is given in figure 2, and the principal dimensions and areas are given
in ~able I. !l%e W2”
leading and trailing
arc sectton and W4
In these tests,
similar to that used
and W3 plan forma are flat plates having beveled
edges, while WI has a 6-percent-thick, circular-
has a 5-percent-thick, modified double-wedge section.
the sting and sting-windshield arrangement was
in reference 1 except that a different angle-of-
attack system (see fig. 3) made the use of a bent sting unnecessary.
’150 was available with theAn angle-of-attack range of approximately -
new system. At each angle of attack, the model, sting,and sting wind-
shield were translated across the tunnel so that a fixed point on the
model could be kept on the center tie of the tunnel. With thie arrange-
ment, configurations which at 0° angle of attack were free from shock
reflections could be tested up to 15° angle of attack. In fact the most
critical condition for these models was at 0° angle of attack. Through-
out the tests the gap between the rear of the model and the movable
windshield was maintained at less than 0.010 inch.
.
Test Methods
~,
Measurements of lift, drag, end pitching moment were made using
external self-balancing mechanical scales through an angle-of-attack
range of approximately -5° to l~”. An optical system emplowng a small
mirror nmurted in the rear of the body was used to measure angles of
attack. This system gave true angles directly with no correction neces-
ssry for model sting deflection.
Measurements of the pressure in the sting-shield-and-balance
enclosing box, which tests have shown to be equal to the model base
pressure, were made and the drag results were corrected to the condition
of base pressure equal to stream pressure.
,
~–
--==&
The test conditions sre shown in the following table:
NACA RM L52A02
M
To
(deg F) (a&) (lb/s: ft}
R
1.62 100 1 (@a : .0.348 x 106
1.93 100 1 790 .31Z
Precision of Data —
The precision of the data has been evaluated by estimating the”
uncertainties in,the balance measurements involved in a given quantity
and combining these errors by a method based on the theory of least
squares. .—
A summsry table of precision estimates is ss follo-Ws:
Lift coefficient, CL:
Basedon W1 area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
Bssedon W4 area . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . ~. . . .
Drag coefficient, CD:
Basedon WI area . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Basedon W4 area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .’. .-. . . .
—
Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm: —
Basedon WI area and Z . . . . . . .: . . . . . . . . .
Bssedon W4 area and F . . . . . . . . . . . . ~’. . . .
Angle of attack, u(initial), degree . . . :4. . . . . . . . .
Angle of attack, a (relative), degree . . . .. . . . . . . . .
--
Tail incidence angle, it, degree . . . . . . . . . . ~. . . .
Machnumber, M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
to.ool4-
iol0006
to.030
io .005
to.03
*0.01
..—
,-
‘?
. .
—
—
.-
.“
k
—
—
—
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RESULTS MD DISCUSSION
*
The variation of lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients with
angle of attack are given for the BWT, BW, BT~ and B configurations
at M = 1.93 in figures 4 and 5 and at M = 1.62 in figures 6 and 7.
All coefficients are based on the individual wing areas including the
portion within the body formed by extending the wing leading and trailing
edges to the body center line. The pitching-moment coefficients sre
based on each wing mean aerodynamic chord and are referenced to the
.-
center-of-gravity location shown in figure 1. Although the basic data
figures are not discussed in detail, it is felt that the data are of
sufficient general interest to warrant their inclusion.
Lift and Drag Results
Iift-curve slopes.- The experimental lift-curve slopes at a = 0°
are summarized in tables II and III. From theoretical considerations,
configurations with W1 and W2 are expected to”have the highest lift-
curve slopes tith the W4 configurations having the smallest slopes.
In general this is so, but the trends are greatly exaggerated especially
between the WI and W2 configurations. This effect is due to the use
of the total wing area as the reference area and to the different pro-
portion of interference lift in the body-wing lift.
.
In reference 5, a modification to Spreiter’s work is given by which
s the lift-curve slope of a body and triangular wing combination cam be
obtained. This result has been extended by Nielsen and Kaattsri (refer-
ence 6) to cover rectangular and trapezoidal plan forms as well as tri-
-1= plan forms. These theoretical results are compared with the
experimental BW lift-curve slopes where the coefficients me based on
exposed wing areas in the following table:
8 NACA RM L52A02
c&
CONTIGURA.TION
M= 1.62 M = 1.93
BW1
Experimental, wing forward . . . . . . . . . . 0.0974 0.0848
Experimental, wing remard . . . . . . .--,. . .0977 .0856
Theoretical, reference 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .0979 .0818
BW2
Experimental, wing forward . . . . . . . . . . .0989 .0929
Experimental, wing rearward . . . . . . .-”’. . .0984 .0898
Theoretical, reference 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .1117 .1026
Theoretical, reference 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .1037 .0969
BW3
Experimental, wing forward . . . . . . . . . . .0826 .0796
Experimental, wing rearward . . . . . . . . . . .0880 .0788
Theoretical, reference 6 . . . . . . . .::.. . .0977 .0865
BW~
Experimental, wing forward . . . . . . , . . . ------ .0574
Experimental, wing rearward . . . . . . . . . . ------ .0585
Theoretical, reference 6 . . . . . . . . . . . ------ .0720
.—
Y
..—
.
?
—
In general, the agreement between the _experimentallift-curve slo~es
and the mredicted values of Nielsen and Kaattari (reference 6) may be
considered good except for the BW4 confi~ration. The disagreement .-
between experiment and theory is largest for the BW3 and BW4 config-
urations which have the largest root”chorti-. Thusl if”the low Reynolds
number of the tests causes separation in the wing-body juncture, these
configurationswould show the greatest loss in lift. It shouldbe
pointed out that in these theoretical methods the theoretical wing~alone —
lift-curve slopes were used so that differences between experimental ~
and theoretical wing-alone lift-curve slopes.are included in the com--
parison just given.
— -..
Mmikawa in reference 7 has made calculations of the lift of several
body-wing configurationswith no afterbody. The lift for the limiting
conditions, that is, as the span approache~ the body dbmeter and as the -%
body diameter approaches zero, was established exactly, and approximations ‘
were given for the intermediate cases. Dorrance in reference 8 has
...
“$
presented results for similar mnfiguratkms. These ~esults together–
2V NACA RM L52A02 9
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.
with the results of’Nielsen, Katzen, and Tsng, and Nielsen and Kaattari
can be compared with the BT results of this investigation.
*
It should
be mentioned that only comparisons with experiment at small angles of
attack are valid since second-order effects and viscous cross-flow effects
are not considered in the theoretical methods. A comparison of experi-
mental data with the results of these theoretical methods is made in
the following table where the lift-curve slopes are based on the exposed
tail areas. In the comparison, the slender-body value of body-alone
lift-curve slope is added to the theoretical results of Morikawa smd
Dorrance.
.
Y“
CONFIGURATION
BT1
Experiment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BT2
Experiment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory, reference6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M= 1.62 M= 1.93
4-0.0785 0.0655.0821 .0667.0762 .0631.0852 .0705
.0801 .0740
.0940 .0845
.0784 .0720
.0957 .0874
.0911 .0820
The result of Dorrance (reference 8) which does not account for
any interference lift on the body gives lift-curve slopes lower than
efieriment. The agreement between-experiment and the theoretical results,
which include an interference lift on the body (references 5,’6, and 7),
is good for the rectangular body-tail configuration with sizable deviat-
ions shown for the triangular body-tail configuration. It should be
pointed out that the results of Morikawa (reference 7) and Nielsen,
Katzen, and Tang (reference 5) do not predict a rearward shift in the
interference lift on the body due to the tail. Inasmuch as the body
ends at approximately the trailing edge of the tail surface, a sizable
portion of this interference lift would not be realized on the body.
Thus, the experimental lift-curve slopes should be somewhat lower than
theory. Inasmuch as the interferace lift on the body is larger for the*.
4 triangular body-tail configuration than for the rectangular body-tail
configuration, the experimental lift-curve slopes would be e~ected to
w
.
#10
deviate more from theory. The effects of separation
@ncture would also be expected to be lsrge~t in the
EO%@= body-tail configuration. .
— NACA RM L52A02
.
in the body-tail ,.
case of the tri- ~“-”L. =.
.—
..
.,- —
Drag.- It was found in this investigation that extreme care in
testing was necessary to achieve systematic drag data-@pecially where_ ~~ ~
interchangeablebody and wing sections wereused. Any roughness on the
body or wing surfaces or any small protuberance was stil?ficientto alte=” ““:““” ‘“”~“
the flow over the body and, for symmetrical-configura~ions, to increase ““
the minimum drag coefficients over the laminar case with unsymmetrical”
-—
drag curves at the lower angles of attack. _~t was fo~d that these “--”‘-” ‘=
effects had negligible effect upon the lift and pitchfig moments; “in”-” ‘“”“- ‘“ :
view of the low Reynolds number.of the tests”together-with the uncer- ‘“
::.=-.
tainties given above, the drag data are ~res-entedwithout analysis: “-
— ,:___
Pitching-Mment Results
—.
The pitching-moment coefficients are based on the”wing area and
wing mean aerodynamic chord and are referenced to an &bitrary center-” “:
of-gravity location 5.9 diameters from the nose (see fig. 1). The use-- ‘“
of a fixed center-of-gravity location results in the itige static rncurgins’
shown in figures 4 and 6 for the rear wing ~osition configurations.
—. - _- _,
?% near 0° sngl .:The large changes in e of attack are characteristic
~a
--
-.
of low-aspect-ratio,in-line missile configurations. This change in
slope is associated with the large wing dowqwash near”OO angle of attack.’ t-
Other data showing similar trends for in-li_qeconfi~—ations may”be ‘“” -
found in references 2 to k. :..
for
M=
and
are
.-
The variation of center-ofi-pressurelocation with angle of attack
all configurations at M = 1.93 is shoyn in fi~e 8 and at ~ ------
1.62 in figure 9. The results were corrected to_the case of it== 0°
represent only the center of pressure due to qngle-of-attack”change. ‘“
—
. .
The center-of-pressure locations for the B and= BT configurations
shown only in fi~es 8(a) and 9(a). The body al-oneshows a“tig~ “ —
rearward shi~ in cm–ter-o.f-pressurelocati6n with increasing angle of
attack. This shift is about 5 diameters at M = 1.93: snd about 6.5 :
—
——
diameters at M = 1.62. The BT configurations show at both Mach num-
bers a rearward and then a forward movement of center-of-pressure loca- —
tion with increasing angle of attack. A forward shif% with increasing ‘“”
Mach number is also-not~. t
The BWT configurations show a characteristic
center-of-pressure locaticm at low angles of attack
~=’ -
—. __ _
rearward shift in ‘*>
with a leveling off
~:
,,.
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at the higher angles, wliichis a result of wi~ downwash effects as
discussed previously. Little effect of Mach number was noted.
b
Integrated Downwash Effects
Average downwash angles.- The average effective flow angle at the
tail has been obtained from the lift results by using the method given
.—
in reference 1. The results of this calculation are shown for M = 1.93 -
in figure 10 and for M = 1.62 in figure 11. A discussion of the
results will follow, but a comparison of the results using rectangular
tails and triangular tails together with an examination of the procedure
indicates that the procedure does not isolate the average wing downwash
with sufficient certainty except, possibly, in a few special cases.
The procedure as given in reference 1 for obtaining-the average
effective downwash angles may be briefly summarized as follows: The
lift coefficient of the El? configuration at any angle ~ maybe
Written as
.
or, stepwise,
z
CLBT(%) = CLB(%) +
a(%%)b ~%+1-%) -(%+l-%,b]
where k is the number of steps in the numerical integration from
a= o to ~. A similar equation may be written for the lift of the
BWT configuration and these equations solved for ~b snd ~w, respec-
tively. Then, the effective average flow angle due to adding the wing
is the difference between the two values; that is,
12 ~a NACA RM L52A02
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The curves of 6b, average effective upwash due to body, (figs. 10(a),
1O(C), D(a), and 11(c)) show little difference between the values for
the two tail p~an forms up to 5° angle of attack with large differences “v ‘
shown above this angle. Increasing Mach nu@er gave slight increases .+
aeb for both tail phn f’013ns.in ~ ,.-— —
&t
The curves of Gw, the average downwash due to the wing,
(figs. 10 and 11) show agreement between the two tai~onfigurations
only up to 2° angle of attack with considerable diffei7enceshown at tfie ‘
.— --
acw
higher angles. Near 0° angle of attack the ,valuesof —
“h
show a
systematic increase with decreasing wing =~.ect ratio for both T1 ~“
and T2 configurateions. At the lowest wing aspect ratio, 1.26 for WA,
&w
-.. ..=
approaches one. For each body and win~ combination the values of ‘“‘-
z
,,
—.
ew should be identical for both the rectangular and triangular tall
plan form if the present method of obtaining average downwash angles is
to be regarded-as satisfactory. It should%e remembered, however, that
the experimental average downwash angles contain the effects on the lift
of the tail of spanwise and axial velocity ”&radientsas well as vertical ‘“
velocity gradients. The rectangular tail would act more nearly as a
“strip integrator” and tend to minimize the effects o~ spanwise ‘velocity‘
gradients. In addition, the assumption that the lift increment on the
body due to the tail is the same for a change in incidence angle as for “
a change in angle of attack is made in this analysis. This assumption
would be expected to have the lsrgest effect on the triangular tail
rather than the rectangular tail as a small chord.relative to the body :
diameter would minimize this effect. Also, at the higher angles of
attack an effect of Reynolds nuniberupon the dmnwash at the tail might
be expected,in that any change in the separation point on the wings Will
change the location of the trailing vortex ~heet. Fbr the configurations
tested, this change in separation point would have sm~ll effect on the” ‘“
downwash at the tail since the tail is a cofisiderabladd.stancefrom the ‘“
trailing vortex sheet at the higher angles of attack.
—.
From the previous discussion it appears that the method given in
reference 1 is satisfactory in the low-angle-of-attackrange, but at the ‘
higher angles fails to isolate the average wing downwash with sufficient
certainty. Therefore, it is felt that the average do-tiwashresults do ~~ .
not warrant the time and effort necessary to isolate them by this method:
,. -
..-
.-
.=
.
G “-
.—
.-
-_
—
—
Experimental wing-wake parameter.- The variation of the wing-wake _&>
parameter ~t
—
with angle of attack is shown in figures 12 and 13 for ~
.<
k
~
-. J-. .
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.
M= 1.93 and 1.62, respectively. In the low-angle-of-attack range this
parameter is about 1 for all configurations except BW1T2 at M= 1.93.
A
It should be noted that although the accuracy in qt with changing
angle of attack is about ~.03, an error of i0.03° in initial reference
~gle causes ~t to be in error by about ~0.10. At the higher angles
of attack qt shows sizable but erratic changes for all configurations
with no significant effect of wing location shown.
Tail efficiency.- As was pointed out previously, it is difficult
to separate the different effects of the addition of a wing to a ccmfig-
uration by the use of force data. Thus, a parameter which expresses the
gross effect of the addition of a wing would be valuable in indicating
trends in wing downwash. Such a parsmeter is the ratio of the Iif% of
the tail in the presence of the wing to the lift of the tail in the
.-
presence of the body without wing, or the tail
written as
Tt’ = CE6WT-Chw
c%T - CLB
efficiency. This maybe
A similar equation may be written using pitching-moment results. Cal-
culations were made using the pitching-moment results, but are not pre-
sented since they show the same trends as do the lift calculations and
show more scatter due to the greater error in the pitching-moment results.
R The variation of qt’ with angle of attack for all configurations
is given in figures 14 and 15 for M = 1.93 and 1.62, respectively.
These curves have the form characteristic of in-line configurations with
the minimum value of ?lt’ at 0° sngle of attack with values approaching
1 at the higher angles of attack. As might be expected from wing down-
wash considerations, the lowest value of ~t’ is found for the lowest
aspect ratio, the W4 configuration,with a systematic increase in qt’
with increasing wing aspect ratio. The lower-aspect-ratio configurations,
W3 and W4, also require a higher angle of attack before the values of
one for qt’ are reached due to the larger d6/da for these configurations.
For all wing plan forms, the triangular tail configurations show
the lowest values of tail efficiency near 0° angle of attack with little
difference shown at the higher angles. In calculating values of tail
efficiency, tail incidence angle effects sre not included and it is not
assumed that the lift increment on the body due to the tail is the same
for a change in incidence angle as for a change in angle of attack.
Since the wing downwash distribution for these configurations is iden-6 tical, the differences in tail efficiency or lift effectiveness shown
must be associated with the effects on the tail lift of spanwise and
n
-.
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axial velocity gradients at the tail.
.
As the rectangular tail has an
approximately constant span loading, it is to be expected that the effects
of spsnwise and axial velocity &radients would be “arn~nimumfor these ‘“
—
—k“
configurations.
— !-
-
--
at
M=
Some effect of Mach number is noted with the minimum values of qt’ .
M= 1.62 being about 0.08 lower-than the corresponding values at
1.93. No systematic effect of varying wing locat~on is shown.
.
—
,1- .-
CONCLUDING RIIMARfS —
_.. .—
Tests at Mach numbers of 1.62 and 1.93 of several in-line missile
—
configurations having several wing and tail,plan formq of equal span ._ ~
have indicated the following results: —
1. A comparison of the experimental li~-curve slopes of the body- ,
wing configurationswith the results of Nielsen and Kaattari (NACA
RM A51J04) gave good agreement except for the configuration having tr~pe~”
Zoidal plan form. The configurations having the lar~est root chow g“ave
the greatest disagreements indicating that_~he experimental lift-curve
slopes were reduced due to separation in the lody-wing juncture. ,.
..,.
2. A comparison of the experimental E_’t-curve s_lopesof the rec-
tangular and triangular body-tail configurationswith several theoretical:
results indicated that the best agreement is shown foi the rectangular ‘“
tail configurations. The theoretical result which includes no inter- ~~
ference lift on the body due to the tail gave lift-curve t310p33 lower.
than experiment while the other theoretical results which include inter-”
ference lift were higher than experiment.
---
-
.
.-
‘- t ::
.
3. The complete configurations showed--h the lo~=atigle-of-attack
range a sizable rearward nmvememt in center-of-press@e location tid “a
nearly constant center-of-pressure location~at the higher angles whic~ ‘“--”: ‘
is a result of the large reduction in downw~h associated with the move-”
<
ment of the tail away from the trailing vortex sheet;- The body alone :“ —=.—
gave a large shift in center-of-pressure lo~ation wi~~ increasing angle ~~ ‘- ~
of attack, having msximum shifts of 6.5 %ody diameters at a Mach number
of 1.62 and 5 body diameters at a Mach number of 1.93.. —
4. From average effective downwash angles calculated from force
data for both the rectangular and triangular tail cotiigurations, it
appears that the method where the tail surface is used as a strip inte- ““
grater is satisfactory in the low-angle-of--attackrange, but fails to
isolate the average wing downwash with suff~cient certainty at the
higher angles.
—.
,..
.
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—
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5. The curves of tail efficiency against angle of attack are charac- _
teristic of in-line configurations with the minimum value at 0° angle
of attack and values approaching 1 at the higher sngles. As might be
expected from wing downwash considerations,
.——
a systematic decrease in
tail efficiency with decreasing wing aspect ratio is shown.
6. A comparison of the tail efficiency variations tith angle of
attack between the rectangular and triangular tail configurations shows
the triangular tail configurations to have the lowest ttil efficiency
near 0° angle of attabk with little difference between the tail Plan
forms at the higher angles.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va.
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TAmx I.- MDDEL DIMENSIONS
ConfigurationRectangularTriangularDiamond Trapezoidal
Qlantity
Area, S, sq in. I I.oeo I I. 456 I 2.161 I 2.676
Aspect ratio, A
!
3.11
!
2.31
I
1.56
!
1.26
?&m aerodynamic
chord, ~, In. 0.590 1.crj8 1.573 1.651
4
Fuaelwe ordinates:
StatIon O to ~.125, r = l.~
~-(&r]
Station 3.1’25to 6.625, constantdiameterof 0.700 inch
Rectangular Triangular
tail, tail,
Tl T2
1
1
0.622
I
1.058
I
!2
1
~le NACA RM L52A02
TABIJZII.- SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL.LIFT-CURVESLOPES
AT a = .OO FOR BWT AND BW .CONFIGURATIONS
.
.
..-
C%. :=
(a)
Configuration
M = 1.93 M = 1.62
Wing forward Wing rearward Wing forward Wing rearwar~
BWIT1 0.0726 0.0739 0.0810 :. 0.0837
it = -0.430 (.1172) (.1193) (.1307) (.1351)
Bw~T2 . .0684 .0722 .0763 I .0790
it = 0.030 (.1103) (.1165) (.3232)= (.1275)
.0525 .0530 .0603 .0505BW1 (.0848) (.0856) (.0974)- (.0977)
BW2T1 .0517 .0713 .0578 .0577
it = -0.430 (.1353) (.1343) (.1513); (.1511)
BW2T2 .0460 .0464 .0505 - .0511
it = 0.03° (.1204) (.1215) (.1322)_ (.1338)
BW2 .0355 .0343 .0378 .0376(.0929) (.0898) (.0989) (.0984)
BW3T1 .0393 .0390 ------- --------
it = -0.43° (.1021) (.1021) ------- -------
BW3T2 .0353 .0349 .0361x .0376
it = 0.030 (.w24) (.0914) (.0945) (.0985)
BW3 .0308 .0301 .0316-. .0336(.0796) (.0788) (.0826) (.O&%)
Bw4Tl .0334 .0335 ------- -------
%.= -0.430 (.0711) (.0713) ---.--. -------
BW4T2 .0316 .0328 ------ -------
it = 0.030 (.0651) (.0698) ------ -------
BW4 .0270 .0275
-.-.--- -------
(.0574) (.0585) ------ -------
aIn each case the lift-curve slope based on total wing area is given
firstand the corresponding value based on expos’edwing area indicated in
parentheses.
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TABLE III.- SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL LIFT-CURVE SLOPES
AT a = 0° FOR BT AND B CONFIGURATIONS
I I I
Configuration (a)
M = 1.93 M= 1.62 ‘
BT1 0.0465
I
0.0’558
it = -0.43° (.0655) ( .0786)
I BT2 .0451 I .0488it = 0.03° ( .0740) (.0801) I
I B I .0119 I .0101
aFor each BT configuration the lift-tune slope based on total
wing area of WI is given first and the corresponding value based on
exposed tail srea given in parentheses.
~
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Figure k.- Aerodynanic characteristics of the BWT and BW configurations
atM= 1.93.
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Figure 5.. Aerodynamic characteristics of the BT and B configurations
atM= 1.93.
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12. - Variation of wing-wake parameter qt with angle of a*tack.
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